SuperGoal Book  Unit 2: Drive Slowly!

Vocabulary
Question type: Multiple Choice 
1-Choose the best answer to fill in the blank.
1. dash _____                  A. shield       B. sign      C. wheel       D. board

2. road _____                  A. belt           B. sign      C. wheel       D. mirror

3. steering _____            A. belt          B. shield     C. wheel       D. mirror

4. seat _____                 A. shield        B. sign        C. mirror      D. belt

5. wind _____              A. shield        B. sign          C. belt        D. mirror

6. rearview _____         A. wheel       B. shield        C. mirror     D. belt

7. The _____ turns the car on.  A. ignition    B. headlight   C. GPS     D. signal light

8. The _____ stops the car.    A. glove compartment   B. brake pedal  C. trunk  D. bumper

Grammar

2-Write the adverb of manner to fill in the blank.

1. Stan is a slow runner. He runs ____________________.
2. Ali is a good writer. He writes ____________________.
3. They are careful horseback riders. They ride their horses ____________________.
4- He is a fast talker. He talks ____________________.



3- Rearrange the words to make a sentence.
1. the stop sign / stop / at / must / you
_____________________________________________________
2. seat belt / should / you / wear / always / your
_____________________________________________________
3. drive / you / must / fast / not / too
_____________________________________________________








4: Read the conversation, then answer questions below:

Father: George, I want you to drive slowly and carefully, and put on your seat belt. We have plenty of time.
George: What time is your flight, Dad?
Father: At 6:00 p.m.
George: That’s in 3 hours! You have 2 extra hours. The trip to the airport is less than an hour.
Father: You should always arrive at least two hours before departure. We might run into traffic at this time of day. Why are we taking this road?
George: Because it’s quicker.
Father: You can’t be serious! You should use the highway. It’s faster because it’s more direct. Turn right at the next traffic light. Hey, don’t go so fast. Slow down!
George: Dad, the speed limit here is 70 kilometers per hour, and I’m doing 60.
Father: Be careful! You almost hit that car. You have to watch out for traffic.

a. How does the father want George to drive?
……………………………………………………………………….…………………
                         
b. What should George do before he starts the car?
……………………………………………………………………….…………………  
                       
c. What does the father say about the time to arrive at the airport?
………………………………………………………………………….…………………
                         
d. What must George watch out for?
……………………………………………………………….………………… 
                        
5: Rewrite the sentences. Use adverbs of manner.

a. Badr is an aggressive driver.                  _______________________________________
b. Stunt pilots fly in a dangerous way.         _______________________________________

 6: Complete the conversations using your own words.

    A: I’m afraid I’m running out of gas.
    B: You should _______________________________________________.

    A: The sign says 80 kilometers per hour, and I’m doing 90.
    B: Then you must ____________________________________________.




